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 ‘Shame is an epidemic in our culture. 

And to get out from underneath it -- to find our way back to each other, we have to 

understand how it affects us and how it affects the way we're parenFng, the way we're 

working, the way we're looking at each other’  1

In his book ‘The Gospel Message Today’ Laurence Singlehurst offers a grid into which we can 

put the component parts (as he calls them) of the gospel.  He suggests these component 

parts sit under four headings as follows; 

• A compelling hope 

• An overwhelming problem 

• The answer 

• The way of life       2

There are other headings we could work with and different ways to think about this but let’s 

work with these and see how a message to our shame culture might come together.  

A compelling hope 

This is not only about how the good news connects with us personally and applies to our 

individual salvaFon. It also includes how it effects the wider context in terms of the kingdom 

of God coming on earth and the transformaFon of society. ‘Your kingdom come’ says Jesus 

‘your will be done on earth as it is in heaven.’  Picking up this broader context my friend 3

James Featherby made the following observaFons aVer a talk one Sunday where I used 

 Brene Brown. Ted Talk. Listening to Shame. March 2012  hYps://www.ted.com/talks/1

brene_brown_listening_to_shame

 The Gospel Message Today, Laurence Singlehurst, Grove Books, 2012, pg142

 MaYhew 6: 10  3
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Jayson Georges material from the 3D Gospel.  I was teaching with the aim of looking at how 4

we can share the ChrisFan message in a more relevant way with those around us.  I use 

three planks to represent bridges that carry the gospel to these different cultural se`ngs to 

illustrate what I was saying.  James got to his feet as I opened the space up for people to give 

feedback and ask quesFons.    

“The Shame and Honour plank is empowering as we engage with the world in a way that the 

other two are not.  Not running with the Shame and Honour plank may be why the church 

oVen struggles to equip people to fulfil their callings outside church. 

On a personal level, when you get to the end of the Guilt and Innocence plank, with the 

message I am a sinner but I am forgiven, then the tendency is to see things as a simple 

quesFon of in or out. This can encourage us to look at the rest of culture through the same 

lens: it’s outside the kingdom and it needs to repent. It’s a simple quesFon of in or out. It’s 

very difficult to engage with culture on this basis. The conversaFon is limited. It doesn’t 

recognise the good in culture; all it sees is black and white. 

The Fear and Power plank, on the other hand, may highlight why charismaFcs oVen seem to 

find it difficult to engage with the world, because through that lens the world is evil and has 

to be overcome by out-of-the-ordinary power. So when miracles are not the every-day lived 

experience in the workplace, then how is God relevant, and what does my faith have to 

contribute to my daily tasks?  

The Shame and Honour plank is different. It’s a much more subtle message.  It’s about being 

on a journey towards. It’s not in or out, and it’s not power that needs to overwhelm. It’s 

saying you are valuable and I am honouring who you are and what you’re doing.  It’s saying 

God has deposited good stuff in you and in your culture.  God loves you. So whether that’s 

 The 3D Gospel. Jayson Georges. Time Press. 20174
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going to a small African village or going into the City and talking to bankers it’s the same 

point. We may acknowledge that there are things that need to fall away, but we also 

acknowledge that there are things to celebrate.  We get to have a conversaFon. We get to 

reform incarnaFonally from within. It’s a much more accepFng and empowering space for 

bringing in the kingdom.”  5

The heart of the message to shame is about value, respect and acceptance.  Shame pushes 

you away it excludes you from the group.  It sFrs feelings of inadequacy and unacceptance.   

The hope that Jesus offers us against this backdrop is that we are valued and accepted, as a 

confirmaFon of this we are actually adopted into Gods family!  ‘The Spirit you received does 

not make you slaves, so that you live in fear again; rather, the Spirit you received brought 

about your adopFon to sonship.  And by him we cry, “Abba, Father.”   6

This adopFon is twofold. Firstly, it is adopFon into his earthly family namely the church. We 

literally become part of Jesus body on earth that carries on his work of loving and accepFng 

people and in doing so drawing them closer to the God who in turn loves and accepts them. 

Secondly, we are adopted as Sons and Daughters of God himself.  We are caught up in the 

Trinitarian relaFonships of the Godhead.  To use C.S. Lewis’s metaphor we join ‘the divine 

dance of the trinity’.   7

I have intenFonally put them this way round because this will need to be people’s 

experience as they come to faith.  They will need to feel included and accepted by us as 

ChrisFan communiFes to then discover the God who includes and accepts them.   

 James Featherby speaking at Network Church 4th March 2018 5

 Romans 8 v 156

 Mere ChrisFanity, CS Lewis, Collins 19907
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We are no longer excluded either here on earth by our fellow human beings or by God. 

Inclusion is the longing and hope that we offer to a shame riddled world where the fear 

oVen demonstrated through crippling anxiety is exclusion.            

For this to happen we need to feel understood, listened to and empathised with.  

Remembering that Brene Browns research on shame high lights that empathy is ‘the 

anFdote to shame’.   8

Jesus coming and living among us stepping into the heart of our world with all its joys and 

sorrows demonstrates this empathy.  So we have a God who walks with us who has 

experienced first hand the world we know.   

This then is our compelling hope, a God who knows and understands our human condiFon.  

Who calls us Sons and Daughters as he includes us in his family and calls us his friends.   A 9

God who re-values us as his son comes, and not only lives amongst us but takes the shame 

that we carry to the cross.  He himself is excluded from the family of the trinity not only as 

he leaves heaven to come to earth but as he dies on this cross. He is resurrected and 

ascends to re- join his heavenly family where he finds acceptance and honour.  He sends the 

Holy Spirit to empower us, which is yet another confirmaFon of our value and new idenFty. 

In doing so he opens up a way for us as we get to join in and take our place in his ongoing 

work. We partner with him to see this world become a beYer place as we use the giVs he 

has given us to serve others and include them into this vibrant parFcipaFng community that 

we call the church and the New Testament describes as Jesus’ body.    10

 Brene Brown. Ted Talk. 2012, hYps://www.ted.com/talks/brene_brown_listening_to_shame?8

language=en   

 John 15: 159

 1 Corinthians 12         10
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An overwhelming problem 

The overwhelming problem in a nutshell, is a loss of value and idenFty.  We feel as if there is 

‘something wrong with us’. Every Fme we are rejected or excluded these feelings are 

compounded.  This feeling of a loss of idenFty and value can be seen as shame.  We 

constantly compare ourselves to others who seem to have it all together but are oVen 

feeling the same way as us but keeping it secret.  The break up of family, the loss of social 

norms the constant bombardment from adverFsing promising us we will feel beYer if we 

own this or that all to some degree contribute.  At the heart of all this is a feeling oVen of 

being misunderstood.  All these factors can cause us to feel isolated.  We defend ourselves 

and try to feel beYer in a number of ways.  Firstly, we try to deny the reality of how we are 

feeling and hide it.  We keep it secret and project a false image that everything is ok.  

Secondly, we have learnt that vulnerability is not oVen rewarded, or understood, so we keep 

silent to avoid exposure.  Thirdly, we don’t want to be seen as the misfit who will be judged 

for not fi`ng in.  

This ongoing peer comparison is very demanding and constant.  Whilst not the cause of the 

shame problem, social media amplifies this as we see the ‘highlights’ of everyone else’s life. 

The posFngs are upbeat and oVen present an ’I am ok and everything’s fine’ view to bolster 

our flagging sense of idenFty and value.   

‘The only people who don't experience shame have no capacity for human empathy or 

connecFon. No one wants to talk about it, and the less you talk about it, the more you have 

it. What underpinned this shame, this "I'm not good enough," -- which, we all know that 

feeling: "I'm not blank enough. I'm not thin enough, rich enough, beauFful enough, smart 

enough, promoted enough." The thing that underpinned this was excruciaFng vulnerability. 

This idea of, in order for connecFon to happen, we have to allow ourselves to be seen, really 
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seen.‘  This message is striking a chord, highlighted by this ted talk being viewed over 48 11

million Fmes at the Fme of wriFng.       

The loss of an overarching spiritual story that we can set our lives in is also a factor here.  

Postmodernity rejects the overarching story or framework, which once made sense of our 

lives.  We may not have agreed with it and it certainly was not without its flaws as it was 

upheld by the ideas embedded on Christendom.  It did however give us a framework to 

understand who we are and how we relate to each other.  The story that has replaced this 

concept for many is that of evoluFon which through our educaFon system has tried to fill 

the void.  As I spend Fme in local secondary schools, I hear students describing how this 

works for them and whilst it may answer some of the how quesFons, it leaves them light on 

answers around the why quesFon.   There is a loss of certainty and value around things.  

They use words like ‘I could be an accident’ or ‘a mistake’.   

To cope with these unwanted feelings we do what Brene Brown describes as ‘numbing out’.  

We suppress them, making us the ‘most in-debt ... obese ... addicted and medicated adult 

cohort in U.S. history.‘   12

So the problem is that we are ‘wired for connecFon’, for that deep and meaning full 

connecFon to be realised, we need to be able to be vulnerable.  To be vulnerable we need to 

have courage to believe that we are ‘worthy of loving and connecFon’.       13

 Brene Brown. Ted talk. The power of vulnerability. June 2010 11

(hYps://www.ted.com/talks/brene_brown_the_power_of_vulnerability/transcript?language=en) 
    

 Brene Brown. Ted talk. The power of vulnerability. June 2010 12

(hYps://www.ted.com/talks/brene_brown_the_power_of_vulnerability/transcript?language=en) 

 Ibid13
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The Answer  

So the problem is that we are ‘wired for connecFon’, for that deep and meaning full 

connecFon to be realised we need to be able to be vulnerable.  To be vulnerable we need to 

have courage to believe that we are worthy of loving and connecFon.       

Sadly much of our ChrisFan faith has been about looking ok and keeping it all together.  We 

have found security in regular paYerns and liturgies that keep us safe and allow faith to be 

kept private.  Many of us have not been encouraged to take the inner more mysFcal journey 

of faith as part of our faith development and maturity.  This has not helped us as the 

territory around us has changed.   

We don’t look or feel vulnerable. We don’t always have the courage that Brene Brown talks 

about to tell our story and show something of our authenFcity. If we learned to do this we 

could offer connecFon and with it a place to belong and be accepted.  Brene describes this 

courage. ‘The original definiFon of courage, when it first came into the English language -- 

it's from the LaFn word "cor," meaning "heart" -- and the original definiFon was to tell the 

story of who you are with your whole heart. And so these folks had, very simply, the courage 

to be imperfect…….. as a result of authenFcity, they were willing to let go of who they 

thought they should be in order to be who they were, which you have to absolutely do for 

connecFon.‘   14

So the starFng place has to be with us, as we are the message, it is not a set of words that 

come like some proposiFonal truth that we accept or reject, it is our very lives in all their 

authenFc, vulnerable mess that will be aYracFve to others.   

 Ibid14
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Brene has another insight, which she wrestles with.  Her research showed ‘there was only 

one variable that separated the people who have a strong sense of love and belonging and 

the people who really struggle for it. That variable was, the people who have a strong sense 

of love and belonging believe they're worthy of love and belonging. That's it. They believe 

they're worthy.’  15

Now here is a very interesFng quesFon, do we as ChrisFans feel worthy?  We know that 

Jesus has made us righteous, but worthy, now that’s a different story!  This gets to the heart 

of how we see ourselves and indeed others.  Let’s stay with ourselves for a moment and 

endure the pain of looking inside.   

The online Cambridge English dicFonary describes worthy as: ‘1. deserving respect, 

admiraFon, or support: 2. deserving to be given aYenFon.’ Its root meaning of course is 

around ‘worth’ denoFng value.   16

In this light our ChrisFan communiFes need to be places where we are able to be ourselves 

find acceptance and in so doing receive a sense of value from those around us.  We will need 

to be listened to, understood and accepted.  In this way our need for connecFon can start to 

be met.  Where there is liYle or no chance of us to be heard or understood then there will 

be liYle chance of real connecFon and belonging.     

‘I define connecFon as the energy that exists between people when they feel seen, heard, 

and valued; when they can give and receive without judgment; and when they derive 

sustenance and strength from the relaFonship.’  So as far as our ChrisFan communiFes are 17

 Ibid15

 hYps://dicFonary.cambridge.org16

 The GiVs of ImperfecFon. Brené Brown. Hazelden FoundaFon. 2010.   17
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concerned this becomes our missional challenge, to be places that offer this sort of real 

connecFon. Were people feel seen, heard, and valued; when they can give and receive 

without judgment; and when they derive sustenance and strength from the relaFonships. 

You may say that all very fine but what about the words we use, how do we talk about 

Jesus?  

We have talked so far about the answer to the problem in terms of what we offer 

relaFonally as ChrisFan communiFes, this is key.  There is also the challenge of the words 

that we might use to explain the gospel in words. ParFcularly as it relates to Jesus life death 

and resurrecFon.  Having idenFfied the problem how might we arFculate Jesus as the 

soluFon?         

We are moving from a descripFon of the problem which has said ‘I have done something 

wrong’ to a descripFon that says’ there is something wrong with me’.  This in simplisFc 

terms is the difference between guilt and shame. I want to give you a list of headings and 

short descripFons of areas that we may want to highlight about Jesus as we share him with 

those experiencing shame (which incidentally is all of us to some degree or another).  The 

list is not exhausFve but designed to give us a heads up about some of the areas that might 

be helpful for us to have in mind as we share our faith with others.  

The ‘something wrong with me’ idea is as we have said, about a loss of value it is our sense 

of worth that is at stake.  Our starFng point with this in mind could be that Jesus comes to 

live amongst us to show he cares and values us.  He leaves what he has, sacrifices his 

eternally exisFng relaFonship with the Father and the Spirit and comes amongst us.  The fact 

that he is willing to come and live amongst us, shows that he values us enough to leave what 

he has, to be with us. 
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Secondly, he not only lives amongst us he comes as one of us.  ‘Taking the very nature of a 

servant, being made in human likeness. And being found in appearance as a man, he 

humbled himself by becoming obedient to death—even death on a cross!’   In coming as 18

one of us, he gives value to our humanity.  In doing so he is demonstraFng the ulFmate 

connecFon with us through his vulnerability, even being born as a baby into a turbulent and 

chaoFc world.  In doing this, he empathises with us, which Brene Browns research shows is 

the anFdote to shame.   

Thirdly, Jesus spends Fme with those on the margins the outcasts of his day, valuing 

especially those who have liYle if any connecFon, in so doing he gives them value as he 

listens, eats and drinks with them as a sign of friendship and inclusion. 

Fourthly, Jesus healing miracles make those who were oVen unacceptable in their society 

acceptable again.  It is not just physical healing as if that wasn’t enough it is also social 

healing, restoring relaFonal connecFon and so re valuing the person involved not just in his 

eyes as the healer but in the eyes of the society and especially their peers and those in 

leadership who were judging them and excluding them. 

FiVhly, Jesus vulnerability about what he believes and who he is, allows him to get into 

trouble.  He has the courage to tell things from his perspecFve to share his story and view on 

things as one who has insights literally from another world.  This puts him at odds with 

those in power. 

Sixthly, he is shamed and de valued as he is spat on scourged and goes to the cross, shamed 

as a criminal.  

 Philippians 2: 7-818
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Seventhly, he dies!  This is his ulFmate act of empathy with us, we are all desFned to die as 

part of our humanity and Jesus fully embraces that humanity as he dies with us.  If empathy 

is the anFdote to shame as Brene’s research highlights then we can see the cross as Jesus 

ulFmate act of empathy.  

Eighthly, he re values us through his death being prepared to die as one of us he says your 

worth this much that I will die as a self-giving act of idenFty with you. 

Ninthly, he is raised from death and given a new body recognisable but renewed it is 

interesFng to note that he sFll bears the scars of his earthly life when he appears to his 

disciples.  

Tenthly, although he is devalued shamed and killed by us God the Father shows his love to 

him despite all that has been through and raises him from death to new life, so the 

relaFonship can conFnue.  He asks us to pick up our cross to die to ourselves and make a 

fresh start as new creaFons. ‘The old has gone the new has come’   19

Eleven, Jesus ascends and is taken up, to be re-united with God the Father. This acceptance 

back in to the family of the trinity opens the way for our acceptance.      

Twelve, as we idenFfy with the shame Jesus experienced and recognise our need for 

connecFon we can follow his example. 

Thirteen, his death says you are worth it, you maYer, and can live a beYer way. 

Fourteen, his resurrecFon proves his value and ours, as God the father raises him from 

death and conquers the enemy of friendship, connecFon, and separaFon through death. 

 2 Corinthians 5:17 19
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‘The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I have come that they may have life, and 

have it to the full.’  20

FiVeen, he shows his acceptance of us as Sons and Daughters by sending his Holy Spirit to 

live in us so we can be empowered by him and conFnue his work. 

Sixteen, as we choose to live as part of Gods family by following Jesus and living like him we 

experience the new life that is offered as we become part of a new community here on 

earth.     

There is of course much more we can say on each of these areas but they act as sign posts 

towards a different way to arFculate some of the key truths we believe as ChrisFans.  My 

hope is that these will sFmulate further thought and experimentaFon with language and 

metaphors that will enable us to share the love of God with those around us and see may 

choose to follow him. 

The way of Life 

The final component that Laurence suggests we look at is what this means for our way of 

life.  

There was only one variable that separated the people who have a strong sense of love and 

belonging and the people who really struggle for it. And that was, the people who have a 

strong sense of love and belonging believe they're worthy of love and belonging.  That's it. 

They believe they're worthy.    21

 John 10:1020

 Brene Brown. Ted talk. The power of vulnerability. June 2010 21

(hYps://www.ted.com/talks/brene_brown_the_power_of_vulnerability/transcript?language=en) 
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So part of the answer of how should we then live is surely carrying this idea or belief that we 

are worthy of love and belonging. Surly at the heart of the ChrisFan faith is this idea that we 

are loved by God uncondiFonally and therefore worthy of love and belonging by him and 

others.  Sadly, although we may know this to be true in theory, our pracFces oVen deny this 

belief.  We have been told that what we need to do is believe in Jesus, this is good, but we 

need also to believe that Jesus believes in us.   

In a way we come full circle here, back to the comments of my friend James quoted earlier, 

‘It’s about being on a journey towards. It’s not in or out, and it’s not power that needs to 

overwhelm. It’s saying you are valuable and I am honouring who you are and what you’re 

doing.  It’s saying God has deposited good stuff in you and in your culture.  God loves you. So 

whether that’s going to a small African village or going into the City and talking to bankers 

it’s the same point. We may acknowledge that there are things that need to fall away, but 

we also acknowledge that there are things to celebrate.  We get to have a conversaFon. We 

get to reform incarnaFonally from within. It’s a much more accepFng and empowering 

space for bringing in the kingdom.”  22

In this way, the way of life is more inclusive as you might expect.  We take our values and 

beliefs that everyone is valued by God and if you like we go looking for this value in them  

and the world in which we are all set. We become carriers of the kingdom, parFcipaFng with 

God to see his kingdom come in every area of our lives.  Our ChrisFan communiFes need to 

be shaped to make this possible.  Hearing from each other about the different areas of our 

lives and supporFng each other to take God into each of these spaces.  

 James Featherby speaking at Network Church 4th March 201822
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